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CDFI LOANS, INVESTMENTS, AND AWARDS IN PENNSYLVANIA

An Annual Snapshot of CDFI Program Awardee Activity in Pennsylvania

- 395 originations totalling $129.3M to businesses
- 256 originations totalling $12.6M to individuals
- 29 originations totalling $2.1M to industrial or agricultural businesses
- 81 originations totalling $46.7M to nonprofits & community facilities
- 2M sq. ft. of real estate constructed or rehabilitated
- 935 units of affordable housing financed
- $2.67B in total awards to Pennsylvania CDEs and CDFIs since 1996.

The following 32 CDFIs are headquartered in Pennsylvania:

- Rising Tide Community Loan Fund, Bethlehem
- Noah Bank, Elkins Park
- Enterprise Development Fund of Erie County, Erie
- Progress Fund, The, Greensburg
- JARI Growth Fund, Inc., Johnstown
- Pennsylvania Assistive Technology Foundation, King Of Prussia
- ASSETS Lancaster, Lancaster
- Community First Fund, Lancaster
- Lancaster Housing Opportunity Partnership, Lancaster
- Beech Capital Venture Corporation, Philadelphia
- Economic Opportunities Fund, Philadelphia
- Enterprise Center Capital Corporation, The, Philadelphia
- Entrepreneur Works Fund, Philadelphia
- FINANTA, Philadelphia
- Impact Loan Fund, Inc., Philadelphia
- North Philadelphia Financial Partnership, Philadelphia
- Opportunity Finance Network, Philadelphia
- PIDC Community Capital, Philadelphia
- Reinvestment Fund, Inc., The, Philadelphia
- Trouvaille Federal Credit Union, Philadelphia
- United Bank of Philadelphia, Philadelphia
- West Philadelphia Financial Service Institution, Philadelphia
- Women’s Opportunities Resource Center, Philadelphia
- Bridgeway Capital, Inc., Pittsburgh
- East End Food Coop FCU, Pittsburgh
- Innovation Works, Pittsburgh
- Landmarks Community Capital Corporation, Pittsburgh
- Northside Community Development Fund, Pittsburgh
- Renewable Manufacturing Gateway dba Community Growth Fund, Pittsburgh
- Greater Berks Development Fund, Reading
- Neighborhood Housing Services of Greater Berks, Inc., Reading
- MetroAction Inc., Scranton

---

1 Analysis of the CDFI Fund’s latest transaction level reporting dataset from FY 2017
2 Includes all grant, loan, bond, and tax credit programs.